Booths devoted to helping attendees improve patient care, practice efficiency

In the PDC Exhibit Hall, it’s not just the Live Dentistry Stage that offers intensive, up-close learning that includes some of dentistry’s latest advancements.

Throughout the Exhibit Hall, there are booths with their own mini-stages and other education platforms delivering hands-on education covering some of the profession’s most sophisticated tools and services.

Much of the education takes place impromptu across the exhibitor’s countertop. Other booths even have classroom setups. And new this year is a “Product Stage” in the 1900 aisle, featuring formal presentations.

Among exhibitors going all out is SciCan in booth No. 1029. It’s offering 20-minute mini-seminars at a couple specific times on “How to Properly Maintain Your Handpiece” and “How to Choose the Right Surface Disinfectant for Your Office.” On top of that, attendees can get a chance to win an Apple Watch.

New in this year’s PDC Exhibit Hall is the ‘Product Stage’ in the 1900 aisle. It features formal presentations by exhibitors. Here, Jordan Reiss and Brandon Darcangelo of Carestream present ‘Implant Planning to Placement Using the Carestream All-Digital Workflow (CBCT and Digital Impressions)’ on Thursday morning.
Three live dentistry sessions on today’s agenda in the Exhibit Hall

Three procedures were completed on the Exhibit Hall’s Live Dentistry Stage Thursday, and three more are on the schedule today.

At 8:30 a.m., Peter Walford, DDS, FCARPD, presents “Can’t Place Implants? Take a Look at the Inlay/Flange Bridge and What It Can Do.”

At 11 a.m., Sonia Leziy, DDS, Dipi Perio, FCDS(RC), FRCD(C), presents “Immediate Implant Placement and Transitional Restoration — 5 Key Steps For Success.” The session is co-sponsored by BioHorizons Canada.

Closing the stage, at 1:30 p.m., David Chong, DDS, and Brandon Kang, DDS, DMD, MD, present “Lateral and Crestal Sinus Surgery.” The session is co-sponsored by Hiossen Implant Canada.

The Live Dentistry Stage is sponsored by A-dec and Sinclair Dental. Start times can change, so to be sure, check the PDC app or “Conference at a Glance.”
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definitely in luck, as was evidenced by all of the show specials being offered. Here’s a sampling of what’s available.

Shofu has its usual array of special offers in booth No. 1303, where you also can try out the EyeSpecial C-II digital camera, which is designed exclusively for dentistry. Be sure to also see how Shofu’s new BurButler system works.

In booth No. 1729, Isolite Systems has a special offer on its dental isolation system, with an even better deal available to today readers. The Isolite obstructs the throat, protecting against accidental aspiration and ingestion, without obstructing the airway. Intent is to provide clinicians total control over the oral environment, while providing patients with total comfort.

DENTSPLY Canada, in booth No. 643, is demonstrating its Cavitron touch and Steri-Mate 360-degree ultrasonic scaling. Look in the DIAC coupon book for exclusive PDC rebate offers.

Implant Direct has a bunch of show specials in booth No. 1219, where it’s introducing “simply integrated” Smart Packs, a new implant system that makes it easier to tailor case treatment and coordinate with restorative partners.

In booth No. 1529, one of DiaDent’s show specials is to buy eight boxes of Dia-Pro T Gutta Percha or Paper Points (you can mix and match), and get a free box of Dia-PT nickel titanium rotary files of your choice.

In the Orascoptic/KaVo Kerr booth, No. 1108, you can test out the Spark, a cordless headlight that dispenses its weight evenly across the frame to minimize concentrated facial pressure. Be sure to try the EyeZoom, too, which the company says is the first and only loupe to offer multiple magnification powers. It was co-engineered with Konica Minolta and offers three-step variable magnification technology and edge-to-edge high-definition resolution.

NDI is also here in booth Nos. 235/237, introducing the all-new LightWalker ST PRO. The NDI folks invite attendees to stop by the booth for a free “test drive,” which they confidently say will “amaze you.”

If you have pediatric patients, be sure to include a visit to the NuSmile booth, No. 1402, where you can learn about the only complete zirconia system — all based on scientific evidence. The NuSmile ZR and matching Try-In crowns are capturing lots of attention.

Visit Planmeca in booth No. 119 to get the latest on how Romexis Software can help with all of your implant dentistry needs.


Take a hard right as you enter the Exhibit Hall to merge into the always busy Henry Schein booth, No. 709.